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Abstract. Voice control has been a popular human machine interface in electrical equipments 
including the smart phone device. Voice control on smart phone still suffers from inconvenient 
operations due to the limitation of the extremely short distance between the human operator and the 
phone device. This paper develops a Kinect voice-sensing scheme with a layered hierarchy tree for 
command operations of the multimedia player on the smart phone. Presented voice control by 
Kinect voice-sensing will provide a more convenient way for smart phone operations where the 
human operator can still control the smart phone using voice commands in the situation that the 
phone device is not carried by the user and far away from the user. Experiments on the multimedia 
player operations using a series of voice commands sensed by Kinect demonstrated the superiority 
of the presented Kinect voice-sensing scheme on smart phone control. 

Introduction 
Speech recognition has been a matured technique recently [1]. Command control is the most 

popular application among all possible speech recognition applications. Voice command control by 
speech recognition has been a standard function in the smart phone device. Application programs 
including the widely-used multimedia player could be operated by the voice command utterance of 
the human user. However, the merit of such the human computer interface will not be maintained in 
the situation that the smart phone device is a little far away from the user and is not carried by the 
user. To overcome this problem and to tolerate a longer distance recognition task between the 
human user and the target smart phone device, a voice-sensing speech recognition scheme with the 
deployment of voice sensors can be employed.  Figure 1 depicts such the concept of voice-sensing 
command recognition for operating the multimedia player application program of smart phones. 

In this study, the popular Kinect sensor is adopted for performing voice-sensing. The Kinect 
sensor is made by Microsoft [2, 3] and is well-known for its abilities in the applications of the 
person’s gesture recognition [4-8] and speech recognition [9]. Most of Kinect-related studies focus 
on image-sensed gesture recognition and rare investigations aim at voice-sensed speech recognition. 
In fact, Kinect could be used to be an excellent voice receiver for performing speech recognition 
due to an incorporated microphone array sensor. This work employs the Kinect microphone array to 
sense the voice around the arranged environment, and voice command keywords made by the 
human user will be recognized. The recognized voice command could be then immediately 
transmitted to the smart phone device that is a little far away from the user for remotely operating 
the corresponding function of the multimedia player APP. 

Voice Control by a Kinect Voice Sensing Scheme 
The developed Kinect voice-sensing scheme for controlling smart phone applications by voice 

commands could be divided into three technical components, which are voice sensing and voice 
command recognition by Kinect, control command transmission by Bluetooth communication, and 
control command reception and function trigger on the target player. These three processing 
components are described as follows. 
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Fig.1. A scenario of Kinect voice-sensing speech recognition for operations of the smart phone 
multimedia player 

 
The section describes voice sensing and voice command recognition by Kinect. The Kinect 

device developed by Microsoft has been well-known for its effectiveness on pattern recognition 
including speech recognition in this work. This study employs the Kinect sensor for sensing the 
person’s uttered voices and the Kinect software development kit (Kinect SDK) for rapidly 
establishing the voice command recognition system [3, 10, 11]. 

For voice sensing, the Kinect sensor mainly contains a microphone array which is composed 
of four microphones. Four sets of voice data from these four microphone voice receivers will be 
combined into a single set of voice data by the Microsoft microphone array SDK technique [3]. The 
combined voice data acquired from the sensed environment will be continuously evaluated if the 
data involves the segment of voice control command keywords.  

For voice control command recognition, the Kinect speech recognition SDK will be useful and 
convenient for the program developer. To establish a Kinect-SDK speech recognition system, the 
primary work of the developer is to edit the “XML file,” which is a referenced table for recognition 
and consists of all voice command utterances. For example, in this work of multimedia player 
control, the table will contains “May I play the song,” “Could you decrease the volume,” “Stop the 
song,” “Pause the song,” “May I replay the song,”…, etc. Such the XML file design for arranging 
voice command utterances will be crucial and an improper XML editing will lead to the substandard 
performance on recognition processing time. 

To have a high performance on system response time when using Kinect-SDK speech 
recognition, this paper proposes a hierarchical tree scheme which could be embedded into the 
devise of XML voice command editing. Figure 2 depicts a four-layered hierarchy tree is proposed 
for rapid spotting of voice command keywords. As could be seen in Fig. 2, the hierarchy tree 
includes four processing layers, the layer of auxiliary verb terms, the layer of subject terms, the 
layer of verb terms and the layer of object terms. In this work of multimedia player voice control, a 
complete voice control sentence made by the user could be “May I play the song,” and two keyword 
terms are included in this command sentence, which are the verb ‘play’ and the object “the song.” 
As shown in Fig. 2, each of auxiliary verb terms, subject terms, verb terms and object terms in a 
complete command utterance will be independently arranged into the same processing layer on 
XML designs, and therefore, the nodes with the same category property will be recognized 
separately. When keyword terms for target control are appeared and recognized, the label denoting 
the functional operation of the recognized keyword terms is searched and such the label will be 
transmitted to the target smart phone device for multimedia player control, which will be described 
in the following section. 
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Fig.2. The developed Kinect voice-sensing voice control scheme employs a four-layered hierarchy 

tree for efficient keyword voice command-spotting on Kinect speech recognition where the 
proposed hierarchy tree and keywords spotting are in Fig. 2(a) and Fig 2(b). 

   
Control command transmission by Bluetooth communication in the presented voice 

control-based Kinect voice sensing scheme will be provided in this section. The recognized voice 
command keywords using Kinect-SDK speech recognition with the presented hierarchical 
classification tree scheme is then sent to the target smart phone device for the player operations. In 
this work, Bluetooth wireless transmission is extremely appropriate for establishing a 
communication line between the Windows platform with the Kinect sensor and the smart phone 
device and therefore adopted. A series of voice command keywords for the multimedia player 
operations on the smart phone device, “play the next song,” “play the previous song,” “stop the 
song,” “repeat the song,” “replay the song,” “increase the volume,” “decrease the volume,” “mute 
the volume,” and “unmute the volume,” are given proper labels for representing the corresponding 
player operations. For providing an effective and efficient command transmission on the Bluetooth 
communication line, the label for each of voice command keywords is designed as the single text 
symbol. For example, these voice command keywords, “increase the volume,” “decrease the 
volume,” “mute the volume,” and “unmute the volume,” are represented by the text symbols, ‘i,’ 
‘d,’ ‘m,’ and ‘u,’ respectively. When one of these voice command keywords is appeared and 
recognized, the corresponding symbol of the voice command keywords is sent to the target phone 
device for voice command interpretations on the built Bluetooth communication pair. 

The section provides control command reception and function trigger on multimedia player. This 
processing component in this section will perform control command receptions and then the 
functional operation trigger on the target multimedia player application program. In this study, the 
multimedia player APP is developed in the smart phone with the Android platform. For rapidly 
establishing the Bluetooth function on the target Android smart phone device, the released Android 
software development kits are employed in this work [10, 11]. The Bluetooth component for 
receiving the text symbol of each set of the voice command keywords is properly integrated into the 
target multimedia player APP. In this study, a text symbol table for representing all voice command 
keywords is embedded into the design of the multimedia player. When the smart phone device 
obtaining a text message from the Bluetooth-connected Windows Kinect platform, the received 
message is firstly translated to get the corresponding player operation by looking up the built text 
symbol table. Due to a limited number of voice command keywords designed in this Kinect 
voice-sensing system, a simple linear searching method is adopted for decoding the received text 
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symbol. The interpreted voice command operation from the text symbol table is then used to trigger 
the corresponding function of the multimedia player application program. 

Experiments and Results 
Experiments on presented Kinect voice-sensing for operating multimedia player of smart phones 

are divided into two phases, the system establishment phase and the established system testing 
phase. Two experimental phases are performed in the environment of laboratory offices. In the 
phase of system establishments, different to those speech recognition development tasks without the 
use of the Kinect speech recognition SDK, speech recognition for classifying the sets of voice 
command keywords is established rapidly where no training speakers are requested for voice 
collections and no speech databases are required. In the phase of system testing, presented Kinect 
voice-sensing with a hierarchical classification tree could efficiently extract the useful voice 
command keywords in the sensed laboratory environment and remotely control the player program 
on the smart phone device using this Kinect-acquired voice command keywords. Figure 3 shows the 
developed system in the laboratory environment. As could be seen in Fig. 3, the smart phone with 
the multimedia player is a little far away from the voice command maker in the Kinect 
voice-sensing environment and could still be able to be finely controlled by the given voice 
command. 

 

      
(a)                                 (b)                  (c)     

 
Fig.3. Kinect voice-sensing for operating multimedia player on smart phone far away from the 

voice command maker where application scenario, Kinect sensing-interface on Windows platform 
and multimedia player interface on the end device are in Fig. 3(a), Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c). 

Conclusion 
In this paper, a Kinect voice-sensing scheme with a hierarchical layered tree of auxiliary verb 

terms, subject terms, verb terms and object terms is developed for remotely controlling the 
multimedia player application program on the smart phone device. Compared to conventional 
speech recognition without the use of Kinect voice-sensing, the presented scheme will provide a 
better way for controlling the operation of the multimedia player. The main competitively merit of 
this proposed scheme is that the human operator can still effectively control the player on the smart 
phone using voice commands in the situation that the phone device is not carried by the user. 
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